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Abstract 
 
 
In this research we describe effective Hamiltonian theory and apply this theory to the 
calculation of current-current ( ) and QCD penguin ( ) decay rates. The channels 

of charm quark decay in the quark levels are: 
2,1Q 6,...,3Q

,dduc → sduc → , dsuc →  and 
ssuc → , that channel dsuc →  is dominance. 

We calculate the total decay rates of semileptonic and hadronic of charm quark in 
effective Hamiltonian theory. We investigate the decay rates of D  meson decays 
according to Spectator Quark Model (SQM) for the calculation of D  meson decays. 
We want to make the transition from decay rates at the quark level to D meson decay 
rates for two body hadronic decays . By means that, we analyze modes of 
nonleptonic  and semileptonic 

21hhD →
VVDPPDPVD →→→ ,, llνPD →  and llνVD →  

decays, where V and P are light vector with  and pseudoscalar with  
mesons, respectively, also 

−= 0PJ −=1PJ
ll ν,  refer to leptons  e,,μτ   and  eννν μτ ,,  .  

We obtain the total decay rates of semileptonic and hadronic of charm quark in effective 
Hamiltonian according to colour Favoured (C-F) and colour  Suppressed (C-S), and then 
to added amplitude of processes colour Favoured and colour Suppressed (F-S) and obtain 
the decay rates of them. Also Using Spectator Model, we obtain Branching Ratio of some 
D meson decays.  
For D  mesons, we have an isospin analysis of the spectator model for various decays and 
we show that this Model independent from isospin is clearly not in accord with 
experiment. 
 
Introduction: Effective Hamiltonian  
 
As a weak decay under the presence of the strong interaction, D meson decays require 
special techniques. The main tool to calculate such D meson decays is the effective 
Hamiltonian theory. It is a two step program, starting with an operator product expansion 
(OPE) and performing a renormalization group equation (RGE) analysis afterwards. The 
necessary machinery has been developed over the last years. The derivation starts as 
follows: If the kinematics of the decay are of the kind that the masses of the internal 
particle  are much larger than the external momenta  P,  , then the heavy 
particle can be integrated out. This concept takes concrete form with the functional 
integral formalism. It means that the heavy particles are removed, as dynamical degrees 
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of freedom, from the theory. Hence their fields do not appear in the effective Lagrangian 
anymore. Their residual effect lies in the generated effective vertices. In this way an 
effective low energy theory can be constructed from a full theory like the Standard 
Model. A well known example is the four-Fermi interaction, where the W-boson 
propagator is made local for   (q denotes the momentum transfer through the 
W ): 

22 qMW >>

                       ,                              (1) ...])/()/1[()/()( 42222 ++→−− WWW MqMigMqgi μνμν

where the ellipsis denote terms of higher order in  WM/1 .
Apart from the t quark the basic framework for weak decays quarks is the effective field 
theory relevant for scales μ>>tZW MMM ,,  [1].  This framework, as we have seen 
above, brings in local operators, which govern ''effectively'' the transition in question.  
It is well known that the decay amplitude is the product of two different parts, whose 
phases are made of a weak (Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa) and a strong (final state 
interaction) contribution. The weak contributions to the phases change sign when going 
to the CP-conjugate process, while the strong ones do not. Indeed the simplest effective 
Hamiltonian without QCD effects ( ssuc → ) is      
                                                    1

0 22 QVVGH suscFeff
∗= ,                                               (2) 

where  is the Fermi constant,  are the relevant CKM factors and FG ijV
                                                   AVAV sucsQ −−= )()(1 ββαα ,                                              (3) 

is a ,  is current-current local operator. )( AV − )( AV −
This simple tree amplitude introduces a new operator and is modified by the QCD 
effect to  

2Q

                                          )(22 2211 QCQCVVGH suscFeff += ∗ ,                                       (4) 
                                                 AVAV sucsQ −−= )()(2 βααβ .                                                (5) 
where and  are Wilson coefficients. The situation in the Standard Model is, 
however, more complicated because of the presence of additional interactions in 
particular penguins which effectively generate new operators. These are in particular the 
gluon, photon and 

1C 2C

0Z -boson exchanges and penguin c quark contributions as we have 
seen before.  
Consequently the relevant effective Hamiltonian for D-meson decays involves generally 
several operators  with various colour and Dirac structures which are different from 

. The operators can be grouped into three categories [2]: 
iQ

1Q −= 2,1i current-current 
operators; gluonic penguin operators. Moreover each operator is multiplied by 
a calculable Wilson coefficient

−= 6,...,3i
)(μiC :  

                                 ∑
=

=
6

1
)()(22

i
iiFeff QdGH μμ ,                                                          (6) 

where the scale μ  is discussed below, )()( μμ iCKMi CVd = and  denotes the relevant 
CKM factors that are:    

CKMV

                                                  ,                               (7) 2,12,1 CVVd jkic
∗= 6,...,36,...,3 CVVd tktc

∗−=
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Effective Hamiltonian Decay Rates 
     
   The effective  Hamiltonian at scale 1=ΔC )( cmΟ=μ  for tree plus penguin term is 
given by,  
                )]()()()({[22 2211

1 μμμμ s
s

s
sF

C
eff QdQdGH +==Δ  

                           .                         (8) )]()()()([ 2211 μμμμ d
d

d
d QdQd ++ })()(

6

3
∑
=

−
i

ii Qd μμ

 Here  are defined by Eq.(7), 61,...,d ),(2,1,2,1 dsjidd ds ===  and index  refer to d or s 
quarks. Squaring spin average term  is given by, 

k

61,...,QQ
  )]cos(1)[1)(1)(1)(16/1(]))(~()~)(~[( 1

2
ikjkiavspLRLL vvv θθασσσσ μ

μ
μ

μ −−+++=+ −  
                                                       )]cos(1)[1)(1)(1)(16/1(2 jkjki vvv θθα −+−+−+  

                                                       )cos(1[1)1(1)16/1( 22
3 ijjki vvv θθα −+−+−+  

                                                       )]cos()cos( ikjk θθθθ −−−− .                                    (9) 
We must obtain the eight terms of helicity states of equation above, and then add them, so 
       )]cos(1)[2/(]))(~()~)(~[( 1

2
ikkiavspLRLL vv θθασσσσ μ

μ
μ

μ −−=+ −  
                                                        )]cos(1)[2/( 2 kjjkvv θθα −++  

                                                        22
3 11)2/( ji vv −−+ α .                                         (10) 

After adding all colour combinations 21,αα and 3α  gives, 

                       2
32

2
41

2
43211 22 dddddddd +++++++=α ,          

                       )22 2
6

2
5

2
652 dddd +++=α ,                                                      

                       .                  (11) })33()33Re{( 54321643213
∗∗ +++++++= ddddddddddα

The angle between the particle velocities must be physical, 1)cos(1 ≤−≤− ik θθ   
and 1)cos(1 ≤−≤− kj θθ . So we should take the variable and , or ip kp x and  as, y
                                    ,                                      
(12) 

2/ci xMp = 2/ck yMp =

The partial decay rate in the c rest frame is, 
                    )/.({)/(/ 1

32
,...,

2
61 kikijkiFkiQQ EEppEppGdpdpd απ=Γ    

                                                   )}/()/.( 32 jkjkjiji EEmmEEpp αα ++ .                       (13) 
After the change of variable to x  and y , the decay rate is given by,   

                                          .                                                  (14) EH
pscQQ Idxdyd 0,...,

2 /
61

Γ=Γ

                                         .                                                (15) 3
3

2
2

1
1 pspsps

EH
ps IIII ααα ++=

where, 
 ,    ,    .    (16) 

 and  are defined by Eq.(47). 
)1.(.61

abcabps hfxyI −= )1.(.62
bcabcps hfxyI += ycxaacps hhfxyI ...63 =

abcacbcab hfff ,,, bcah
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Also,                                         ,  2/1222 ))]/((1[ axxhxa +−=

                                                 .                                            (17) 2/1222 ))]/((1[ cyyhyc +−=
 
Spectator Model 
 
   In the spectator model [3] the spectator quark is given a non-zero momentum having in 
this work a Gaussian distribution, represented by a free (but adjustable) parameter, Λ : 

)/(32/32 22

)/1()( Λ−Λ= sp
s epP π .                                               (18) 

Probability distribution of three momentum for spectator quarks are given by 
                              ssssss dppdpPpdpPpdP 2232 )()()( Ω== .                                    (19) 

 and )( 2
spP  is normalized according to,                                         

                                                1)(4 22

0
=∫

∞

sss dpppPπ .                                               (20) 

We, however, consider here a tentative spectator model based upon the idea of duality 
between quark and hadron physics at the high energies of c quark and D meson decays. 
The decays at the quark level, even including the penguins, are basically short distance 
processes. In our proposed spectator quark model the long distance hadronization is 
largely a matter of incoherently assigning regions of the final quark phase space to the 
different mesonic systems. For example, we consider a D meson uc  or dc  to be a heavy 
stationary c quark accompanied by a light spectator constituent antiquark, which has a 
spherically symmetric normalised momentum distribution ss pdpP 32 )( . The total meson 
decay rate through a particular mode is then assumed to be  

                                        kiss
ki

total dpdppdpP
dpdp

d 32
2

)(∫
Γ

=Γ ,                                         (21) 

equal to the initiating decay rate. Neglecting, for the moment, any constraints due to 
quark colour, we suppose the spectator antiquark  to combine with the quark sq iqqq =(  

to form the meson system. For example, if )kqor iqq = ,  we assign a mass to the 
system such that 

si qqM

                          .                (22) )cos(2)).(( 222
issisisisisiis ppEEmmppppM θ−++=++=

Constraining  and to have mass , we can infer from Eq.(21) that  ip sp isM

                 ∫
Γ

=
Γ )(2 2

2

s
ki

is
is

pP
dpdp

dM
dM
d ))cos(2( 222

issisisiis ppEEmmM θδ −−−−   

                                                                 .                          (23) kiisss dpdpddpp )(cos2 2 θπ×
Hence   

                                  ∫
Γ

=
Γ

kis
kii

ss
is

is

dpdppP
dpdp

d
p
dppM

dM
d )(2 2

2

π .                          (24) 

where, the integration region is restricted by the condition 1cos ≤isθ . We also assign a 
mass jkM  to the second quark-antiquark system such that,  
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                       )cos(2)).(( 222
jkjkjkjkjkjkjk ppEEmmppppM θ−++=++= .               (25) 

or, 
                       icicicibjkjkjk EmmmppppppppM 2)).(()).(( 222 −+=−−=++= .       (26) 

The variable , or , determines the mass iE ip jkM . Taking this mass to be the independent 
variable, we have   

                       ∫
Γ

=
Γ

kss
kii

si

c

jkis

jkis

dpdppP
dpdp

d
p
pE

m
MM

dMdM
d )(

2 2
2

2

2 π
.                     (27)  

The integration range is restricted by 1cos ≤kjθ , 

                              jkjkjkjkjk ppEEMmm 2/)2(cos 222 +−+=θ .                                       (28) 
We call this mode of quark and antiquark combination (colour favoured). 
Finally, by integration, we compute the partial decay rates 

F)-process(C
),( jkis MMΓ into quark systems 

with masses less than and isM jkM . With suitable bindning, we equate these partial decay 
rates with corresponding rates into mesons. Of particular interest are the quark antiquark 
systems forming the lowest mass  and  meson states as data exists for charmed 
quark systems which can be used to test the spectator quark model. 

−0 −1

It is also possible that the spectator antiquark combines with the quark , for which we 
get 

kq

                       ∫
Γ

=
Γ

iss
kik

sk

c

jiks

jiks

dpdppP
dpdp

d
p

pE
M

MM
dMdM

d )(
2 2

2

2

2 π
.                       (29) 

We call this (colour suppressed). In some meson decays, for example S)-process(C
)( dcD+ )()( uddd +→  which is initiated by the quark decay dduc → , the spectator d  

could have combined with the s or the u . In this case, we show results if the processes 
add incoherently and also assuming coherence. Summing, the decay rates of B mesons 
for  and  are: F)-process(C S)-process(C
 

  jkis
jkis

m

m

m

m
FC dMdM

dMdM
djcutk

jk

cutis

is

Γ
=Γ ∫∫−

2

)(

minmin

,           jiks
jiks

m

m

m

m
SC dMdM

dMdM
djcuti

ji

cutks

ks

Γ
=Γ ∫∫−

2

)(

minmin

.    (30) 

where , )(min si qqis mmm +=
si qqcutis Mm =  and so on. Turning now to the colour factors, 

we examine what may be regarded as two extreme possibilities. In the first, called here 
, we take the Eq.(13),(27) and (29) at face value, that is we make no attempt to 

follow the flow of colour and assume that all colour flow is looked after by the gluon 
fields in the meson system. In the second, called here model(B) , we consider the 
possibility that the lowest mass meson states are only formed if the quark-antiquark pairs 
are in a colour singlet state. That is, we assume that the colour distribution caused by a 
quark-antiquark pair in an octet state will result in more complex meson systems than the 
lowest mass  and  states. 

model(A)

−0 −1
Projecting out the colour singlet states results only in a modification of the coefficients 

21,αα and 3α  of Eq.(11). Physical hadrons are singlets in colour space, and are termed 
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colourless or white. Colour symmetry is absolute, and weak quark currents are, as 
hadrons, white. This means, for example, that isqq  is in fact a sum of three terms: 
                          )3()3()2()2()1()1()()( isisisisis qqqqqqhqhqqq ++== αα .                 (31) 
Where suffices 1,2,3 stand for yellow, blue and red colour, respectively. The spectator is 
a colour singlet with the c quark. Hence, the colour factors for  and  
are given by, 

54321 ,,, QQQQQ 6Q

          3)(,, 641 ≡−→ FCprocessQQQ ,            3/1)( ≡− SCprocess                    

         3/1)(,, 532 ≡−→ FCprocessQQQ ,         3)( ≡− SCprocess                    
Consequently, the factors 21,αα and 3α  of Eq.(11) are different for the )( FCprocess −  
and  of . For )( SCprocess − model(B) )( FCprocess − represented by Eq.(27) they 
become, 
                                        2

43211 )3/()3/(3 dddd +++=α ,                                                   

                                       2
652 )3/(3 dd +=α .                                                                 (32)     

While, for  represented by Eq.(58) they are   )( SCprocess −

                                       2
43211 )3/()3/(3 dddd +++=α ,                                                   

                                       2
652 )3/(3 dd +=α .                                                                 (33)    

  
 
 
Effective Hamiltonian Spectator Model 
 
   Now we want to try calculation of spectator model for general case that we called 
effective Hamiltonian spectator model. According to Eq.(14), the total decay rates for 
current-current plus penguin operators in the Effective Hamiltonian is given by, 
                                                .                                                              (34)                               EH

pscQQ I0,..., 61
Γ=Γ

The differential decay rates for two boson system in the spectator quark model for 
current-current plus penguin operators in the Effective Hamiltonian is given by, 

                        2

222

0
,...,

2 )/2(8
)/()/(

61

x
xMm

M

qq
MqdMqd

d ci

c

jksi
c

cjkcsi

QQ +
Λ

Γ=
Γ β

π
 

                                                                .                              (35) 
22

),(

1

0

1

0

zeff
zqps ezdzdy βζ −∫∫×

                                                                                                                            
Where 
                                       .                                            (36)                               effeffeffeff

zqps 332211),( ζαζαζαζ −+=

The integration region is restricted by the condition 1cos ≤isθ , thus 

                         .                            (37) 
⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧ ≤

=
otherwise

fif zsi
eff
ps

eff
ps

eff
pseffeffeff

0

1)(,,
,,

2
)(321

321

ζζζ
ζζζ
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Where ( 2222
)( )()/1()/(]/)[( zmMMqMmmf sccsicsizsi Λ++−+= β  

                       ) )//()/2( 22
cci MxzxMm Λ+× β . 

 
 
Therefore using Eq.(16) the phase space parameters will be defined by, 
                                              , )1.(.61 abcab

eff
ps hfxy −=ζ

                                              , )1.(.62 bcabc
eff
ps hfxy +=ζ

                                              .                                                         (38) ycxaac
eff
ps hhfxy ...63 =ζ

Now, we can integrate over the two mass cuts (two boson systems), and obtain the 
hadronic decay rates  as follows, 

      cutcut
cjkcsi

QQm m

QQ mddm
MqdMqd

dcut cut ′
Γ

=Γ′ ∫ ∫
′

′ )/()/(
61

61

,...,
2

min nmi,..., , 

                 

2

222

min nmi0

)/2(8
x

xMm
M

qq ci

c

jksim m

c
cut cut +

Λ
Γ= ∫ ∫

′

′

β
π cutcut

zeff
zqps mddmezdzdy ′−∫∫

22

),(

1

0

1

0

βζ . 

                                                                                                                                         (39) 
 Decay Rates of Processes C-F plus C-S (F+S) of Effective Hamiltonian     
    
Now we want to calculate the decay rates of Effective Hamiltonian ( ) for F+S at 
quark-level and spectator model. The Effective Hamiltonian for F+S, is given by 

61,...,QQ

                                               kjib
eff

jikb
eff

BA
eff HHH →→+ += .                                                    (40) 

where jikc
effH →  defined by Eq.(8) and we can obtain kjic

effH → . So adding the amplitudes of 
these two terms for b quark spin 1/2 and -1/2 gives, 
   
                 =SF+

2/1)]~)(~[( μ
μ σσ )]2/)sin(()2/)[sin((1 ijkijkA θθθθθθ −++−−  

                                           )]2/)sin(()2/)[sin((2 ijkikjA θθθθθθ −−+−−  
                                           )]2/)sin(()2/)[sin((1 ikjikjA θθθθθθ −++−−  
                                           )]2/)sin(()2/)[sin((3 ikjijkA θθθθθθ −−+−− .                 
 
                 =SF+

− 2/1)]~)(~[( μ
μ σσ )]2/)cos(()2/)[cos((1 ijkijkA θθθθθθ −+−−−  

                                           )]2/)cos(()2/)[cos((2 ijkikjA θθθθθθ −−+−−  
                                           )]2/)cos(()2/)[cos((1 ikjikjA θθθθθθ −+−−−  
                                           )]2/)cos(()2/)[cos((3 ikjijkA θθθθθθ −−+−− .                 (41) 
Here  and  refer to colour and helicity factor, 21, AA 3A

                                          jki vvvA +++= 111)4/( 11 α ,           

                                          jki vvvA −+−= 111)4/( 22 α , 
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                                          jki vvvA +−−= 111)4/( 23 α .                                   (42) 
We must square these terms and averaging over the b quark spin 1/2 and -1/2,  
 

=+
−

2))]~)(~([( SF
avspμ

μ σσ )]cos(11)2/3[( 1
22

321 ikkiki vvvv θθαααα −−−−−+  

                                )]cos(11[ 1
22

3 ijjiji vvvv θθαα −+−−−  

                                )]cos()2)(2/1(11[ 21
22

1 jkjkjk vvvv θθααα −−+−−+ .                 (43) 
 
where 1α , 2α  and 3α defined by Eq.(11). The decay rates of current-current plus penguin 
for F+S is given by, 

                                             ,                                                 (44) SF
pcc

SF
EH Idxdyd ++ Γ=Γ 0

2 /

                                             .                                                   (45) pspsps
SF

pc IIII 321 ++=+

where  
                             ]))2/3((.[.6 3211 ybxaabcabps hhhfxyI ααα −+−= , 
                            ].[.6 312 ycxaacbacps hhhfxyI αα +−= ,                                                                                            
                            )]()2/.[(.6 213 bcaycxbbcabcps hhhhfxyI −+= αα .                                     (46) 
 
and, 
 
                    

352
0 192/ πcFc MG=Γ , 

22222 byaxfab +−+−= ,          
2222

2222

2
)()(

byax
yxcfh ab

abc
++

++−
= , 

22222 cybxfbc +−+−= ,         
2222

2222

2
)()(

cybx
yxafh bc

bca
++

++−
= , 

22222 cyaxfac +−+−= ,         
2222

2222

2
)()(

cyax
yxbfh ac

acb
++

++−
= . 

 
2/1222 ))]/((1[ axxhxa +−= ,     . 2/1222 ))]/((1[ cyyhyc +−=

 
2/1222 ))]/((1[ bxxhxb +−= ,      .                                           (47) 2/1222 ))]/((1[ byyhyb +−=

 
Numerical Results  
 
   As an example of the use of the formalism above, we use the standard Particle Data 
Group [4] parameterization of the CKM matrix with the central values  
                               221.012 =θ ,        0035.013 =θ ,        041.023 =θ , 
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and choose the CKM phase 13δ  to be 2/π . Following Ali and Greub [5] we treat internal 
quark masses in tree-level loops with the values (GeV) 88.4=bm , , ,    

, , , 
2.0=sm 01.0=dm

005.0=um 5.1=cm 0005.0=em 1.0=μm , 777.1=τm  and 0===
τμ ννν mmm

e
. 

 Following G.Buccella [6] we choose the effective Wilson coefficients  for the 
various  transitions. 

eff
iC

qc →
a) The total decay rate and branching ratios of semileptonic and hadronic modes 
according to Effective Hamiltonian theory (see Eq.(14)) shown in Table 1. We see that 
mode dsuc →  is dominant. The total c-quark decay rate of the Effective Hamiltonian is 
given by 

                                           )()()( anythingdcanythingscanythingcEH
total →Γ+→Γ=→Γ

                                                         ,   GeV1313 10606.010261.9 −− ×+×=
                                                         ,  GeV1310867.9 −×=
b) Now we can obtain the mean lives of the charm quark (D meson) theoretically and 
compare with the experimental mean life of  and , so  0, DD± +

sD
                                      
                               .                             (48) SecDlifeMean EH

total
EH
theory

1210067.1/)( −×=Γ= h
and 
                                 , SecDlifeMean 12

exp 10)007.0040.1()( −+ ×±=

                                 , SecDlifeMean 120
exp 10)001.0410.0()( −×±=

                                 .                             (49) SecDlifeMean s
12

exp 10)015.0461.0()( −+ ×±=
Also, we can compare the branching ratio of the semileptonic theoretically and 
experimentally, so       
           )()()( eetheory decBRsecBRanythingecBR νν +++ →+→=→

                                                    ,               (50) 267.1510702.81096.147 33 −=×+×= −− E
and 
                               , 2

exp 10)9.12.17()( −++ ×±=→ anythingeDBR

                               , 2)8.087.6()( 0
exp −±=→ + EanythingeDBR

                               .                                            (51) 2
exp 1020)( −++ ×<→ anythingeDBR s

We see that the theoretical and experimental results are close. 
c) We have used in Spectator Quark Model the value 6.0=Λ  GeV [7]. For the 
maximum mass of the quark-antiquark systems  we take a value midway between 
the lowest mass  state and the next most massive meson. Thus we take, for 

)( cutm
−1 )( us  or 

)( ds , GeVm ducut 877.0)( =  between the )770.0(ρ  and the ; for )984.0(0a )( uu  and 

)( dd , )()( ddcutuucut mm =   between GeV870.0= )782.0(ω  and )958.0(η′ .  

   For example, we can calculate the Branching Ratios of mode dduc →  in the Tree-level 
and Effective Hamiltonian spectator model. The modes  dduc →  is for decays 
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++ → ππ 0D ،  ،  ،  ،

، ، and  .We told that, in this cases 
got a two-boson system and, therefore two masses of cut for bosons system. We choose 
masses of cut for two boson system 

+π + +π
+ +

+ →ηD + → πρ 0D + →ωD
++ → ρπ 0D ++ → ρηD + → ρρ 0D + → ρωD

ccut Mm /870.01 =  and ccut Mm /877.02 = . 
Theoretically, the Branching Ratio of  Effective Hamiltonian spectator model is given by,  
                )( anythingcEH →

1314 10867.9/102502.1 −− ××=
210−

/)()( 2,1dducdducBR totalcutcutEHEH Γ→Γ=→   

                                        
                                                 2671.1 ×=
The masses of some mesons and the masses of cut are presented in Table 2. The results 
are presented in Table 3 and compared, where data is available, with the sum of the 
branching ratios into mesons with masses less than the above cutoff masses. Also all the 
experimental and theoretical D meson decays in spectator model classified and given by 
Table 3.   
d) The decay rates of c quark for F+S shown in the Table.4 and the total decay rates of 
F+S is given by   
 
( dduc → )               , ),(),,,,( 00 +++ → ρπωρηπD 2101023.2 −+ ×=SF

EHBR
( dsuc → )   ),(),,( 0 ∗++++ → KKD ρπ                   , 2102871.51 −+ ×=SF

EHBR
( ssuc → )                         .     ),(),,( +∗++ ′→ KKD φη 2108671.3 −+ ×=SF

EHBR
 
Conclusions 
 
We used in this research, effective Hamiltonian theory & spectator quark model for C 
quark and calculated hadronic decays of D mesons. in this model we added decays of 
channel hadronic decays of D mesons. For colour favoured and suppressed we consider 
the channel dduc  (e.g. ) and achieved theoretical values very close to 
experimental ones. Finally it has been shown the case, in which the theoretical values are 
better than the amplitude of all the dacay rates have been calculated. 

→ ),( 0 ++ → ππD

 
 
 
 
TABLE 1. Decay rates ( ) and Branching Ratio (BR) of  Effective Hamiltonian of c-
quark.  

Γ

 
 
              Process                    1510−×ΓEH

310−×EHBR
      
             dduc         31.689                 32.12    →
             sduc          1.0785                 1.093    →
             dsuc          409.44                 414.95 →
             ssuc          23.836                 24.157 →
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TABLE 2. The masses of some mesons and the masses of cut for D meson decay 
processes. 
 
System of Quark            Particle               Mass (GeV)                     Cutoff Mass (GeV) 
 

us , ds                           K                             0.494                                    1.081 
                                      ∗K                            0.892 
                                      ∗∗K                           1.270   

du                                   π                            0.140                                    0.877 
                                        ρ                            0.770 
                                                                  0.984 0a

uu , dd                                                    0.140                                     0.870 0π
                                       η                              0.547 
                                                                  0.770 0ρ
                                      ω                              0.782  
                                      η′                              0.958 

ss                                 η′                               0.958                                     1.150 
                                     φ                                1.020                                         
                                     φ                                1.680 
                                                                                                                                                            
 
 
 
 
TABLE 3. Experimental and theoretical of spectator model of  Branching Ratios of 
semileptonic and hadronic for D meson decays.  
  
1-  Decay of c Quark 
2-  Decay of D Meson, )( FCprocess −  
3-  Decay of D Meson, )( SCprocess −  
4-  Experimental Branching Ratio, )( FCprocess −  
5-  Total Experimental Branching Ratio, )( FCprocess −  
6-  Experimental Branching Ratio, )( SCprocess −  
7-  Total Experimental Branching Ratio,                )(Bprocess
8-   GeV,    GeV , ccut Mm ×1 ccut Mm ×2 )( FCprocess −  
9-   GeV,    GeV , ccut Mm ×1 ccut Mm ×2 )( SCprocess −  
10-  Effective Hamiltonian Branching Ratio, , )(AModel )( FCprocess −  
11-  Effective Hamiltonian Branching Ratio, , )(AModel )( SCprocess −  
 
1- dduc →  
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2- ,   ,    ),(),,,,( 00 +++ → ρπωρηπD ),(),,(0 ++−−→ ρπρπD ),(),,( 00 ++∗+ → ρπKKDs

3- ,   ,   ),(),,,,( 00 +++ → ρπωρηπD ),,,(),,,,( 00000 ωρηπωρηπ→D
                                                                                                                            ),(),,,,( 00 ∗+++ → KKDs ωρηπ
4-                                           3)7.05.2(,0 −±+ Eππ 3)11.025.1(, −±+− Eππ 30.8,0 −<+ EK π
                                                                     

           
34.1,0 −<+ Eπρ

3)8.25.6(,)892( 0 −±+∗ EK π
      3)5.25.7(, −±+ Eηπ
      30.7, −<+ Eωπ
      22.1, −+ Eηρ
5- 2)25.004.3( −±< E                          3)11.025.1( −± E                     3)8.25.14( −± E
6-                                                3)7.05.2(,0 −±+ Eππ 4)2.24.8(,00 −± Eππ 39.2,0 −<+ EK ρ
      34.1,0 −<+ Eπρ
      3)5.25.7(, −±+ Eηπ
      30.7, −<+ Eωπ
      22.1, −+ Eηρ
7- 2)25.004.3( −±< E                         4)2.24.8( −± E                            39.2 −< E
8-0.870,0.877                                        0.877,0.877                            1.081,0.877 
9-0.870,0.877                                        0.870,0.870                            0.870,1.081 
10-1.2671E-2 (F+S 2.1023E-2)      1.2834E-2                              1.2723E-2 
11-1.2931E-2                                       1.2543E-2                               1.2398E-2 
1- ssuc →   
2- ),(),,( 00 ∗++∗+ → KKKKD ,  ,    ),(),,(0 ∗++∗−−→ KKKKD ),(),,( +∗++ ′→ KKDs φη
3- ,          ,                                       ),(),,( +++ ′→ ρπφηD ),,,(),,( 000 ωρηπφη′→D ),(),,( +∗++ ′→ KKDs φη
4- 3)2.12.7(,0 −±+ EKK                            3)27.033.4(, −±−+ EKK 40.5, −<+ EKφ
     3)5.02.4(,)892( 0 −±+∗ EKK         3)8.05.3(,)892( −±−+∗ EKK
     2)4.10.3(,)892(0 −±+∗ EKK    3)0.18.1(,)892( −±−∗+ EKK
     2)1.16.2(,)892()892( 0 −±+∗∗ EKK   
5-                       2)62.274.6( −± E 3)07.263.9( −± E                         40.5 −< E  
6-                                               30.9,)958( −<′ + Eπη 34.1,0 −< Eφπ 40.5, −<+ EKφ
                        25.1,)958( −<′ + Eρη 38.2, −< Eφη    
                          3)6.01.6(, −±+ Eφπ 31.2, −< Eφω   
                                    25.1, −<+ Eφρ 3)29.007.1(,0 −± Eφρ
7-                            2)1.051.4( −± E 3)29.037.7( −± E                              40.5 −< E
8-1.081,1.081                                        1.081,1.081                            1.510,1.081 
9-1.150,0.877                                        1.150,0.870                            1.150,1.081 
10-1.9543E-2                                        1.9378E-2             1.9859E-2 (F+S 3.8671 E-2)  
11-1.9213E-2                                     1.8975E-2                                1.9453E-2 
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TABLE.4. Decay rates and Branching Ratio of F+S of  Effective Hamiltonian  
 
     Process                    1510−×ΓHE

210−×EHBR
 
     dduc →         35.611            31.262 
    sduc →          1.4608            1.2824 
     dsuc →         554.45             486.74 
      ssuc →         26.927            23.638 
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